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What’s in a name
§ Our name is our identity – it’s simple, balanced and easy to
read.
§ The word ‘Partners’ takes centre-stage – it describes who
we are, to each other, to our clients and to our ecosystem.
§ The ampersand provides the talking point. It conveys
collaboration, sharing our expertise and experience. We
provide more than just insurance – we’re in partnership for
the long haul.
§ The full stop emphasizes our no-nonsense approach. It
represents a definitive stamp on our beliefs.

What we believe…
A desire for change
§ In a world where scale, globalisation and
commoditisation have become the norm, we believe
there is a different way: combining the best traditions of
client service and technical expertise with state-of-theart technology to deliver exceptional outcomes for
clients.
§ We believe in making a difference for our clients and for
our colleagues. After all, we are firm believers in the
truism that, ‘motivated, competent people deliver

wonderful client service’

§ Our story is unique and is built on a profound
understanding of the insurance and employee benefits
marketplace and a burning desire to challenge what we
believe to be misguided market practices.

Founded on values

Our specialisms

Automotive

Business Protection

Chemical Manufacturing

Construction

Cyber

Doctors’ Surgeries,
Dental Practices

Employee Benefits

Energy Renewables

Entertainment

Facilities Management

Film / TV

Fine Art

Fleet Operations

Food & Drink

Gyms

Haulage & Logistics

High Risk Travel

Hotels, Restaurants
& Leisure

Life Science

Marine

Media & Digital

Performing Arts

Photography

Private Clients

Property

Recruitment

Retail & Wholesale

Science & Technology

Sports & Leisure

Superyachts

Technology

Trampoline Parks

International

Waste Management

Our vision…to be

‘The Best Advisory
Business in the UK’

What makes Partners& different?
We are fundamentally different from any broker/adviser you will have met.
Our approach is governed by five key differentiators:

5. Our claims promise
4. Risk identification
3. Our advice methodology
2. Our broad proposition
1. Our values, purpose & people

What makes Partners& different?
We are fundamentally different from any broker/adviser you will have met.
Our approach is governed by five key differentiators:

2. Our broad proposition
1. Our values, purpose & people
In a market that has been
characterised by short
termism and diminishing
client service, our values,
our purpose and our
talented people set up
apart.
Our PACE values and our
purpose to challenge the
status quo underpin our
belief in partnership –
Partnership is in our DNA…
between our clients, our
people and our ecosystem
partners. The talent we
have in this business is
second to none, and will
bring our values and
purpose to life.

We are unique in being
able to provide for the
whole person – your
business, your employees
and your family / home:
§ Commercial insurance
§ Employee wellness,
engagement, and
benefits
§ Business protection
§ Private client advice
§ Health and safety risk
management

3. Our advice methodology
When others simply
replicate last year’s
programme, we go back to
first principles. Our focus
is on current and future
risks, rather than past
risks.
We build a programme
based on the current and
emerging risks we know
businesses face:
§
§
§
§
§
§

Cyber
Business protection
WEB
MLP
Material damage
Business interruption

4. Risk identification
We are building a set of
tools to help unlock
conversations with clients
that will lead to a
conceptual review.
We take a holistic approach
to understand and
diagnose the risks that the
client doesn’t realise
they’re facing, so that we
can build a relevant and
meaningful programme
together.
These tools are constantly
evolving, and currently
include:
§
§
§
§
§
§

Kynd – cyber issues
Mitigate – data issues
Business protection audit
Claims defensibility survey
Risk stop
Benefits benchmark

5. Our claims promise
When everyone else is
outsourcing the claims
process and pushing
clients to the insurer, we
appoint a Chartered loss
adjuster, free of charge, for
all MD/BI claims more
than £25k.
We also have a dedicated
team of claims
professionals who care
about the outcome of our
clients’ claims and stand
shoulder to should er with
clients, fighting your
corner, doing all they can to
smooth the process from
first notification to
settlement.

P A C E
Progressive

Approachable

Collaborative

Enabler

üMake a difference

ü Care

ü Work as a team

ü Make things happen

üChallenge conventional
thinking

ü Be easy to talk to &
fun to be with

üLook for ways to
improve

ü Make the complex
seem simple

ü See things through
the eyes of our
clients

ü Use our knowledge
and insights to find
solutions for clients

üHave a can-do attitude

ü Understand your
world

Our journey together
We’re not transactional – we’re in it
for the long haul
• We aim to be your risk protection adviser, looking at your
business holistically, to diagnose the risks you face
• We believe in partnership
• We aim to engage with you more than just once a year, so
we fully understand the ebbs and flows of your business
• We aim to deliver an approach that is different to all the
other brokers you’ve dealt with before – it’s based on
relationship and understanding.
Welcome to Partners&

The UK Insurance Market 2021
The Hardening Insurance Market
•

What is a hard market?

•

Over the last 11 years the Insurance Market has been a soft market, typically characterised by the following:

1)

Low Premiums

2)

Lots of Competition from insurers for your business

3)

A buyers market, with lots of options due to insurer saturation

•

A combination of many factors have led to a “hardening market” for some lines of business, this is characterised by:

1)

Rising premiums (BI Claims COVID, Storm and Flood damage in 2020, Legislations changes on personal injury payouts)

2)

Increasing excess limits

3)

Less availability of higher indemnity limits (Liability capacity in the market, and high-profile events such as Grenfell)

4)

More restrictions on policies

5)

Less competition due to few insurers.

People risk

Business
Protection

Wellness,
engagement
and benefits
(WEB)

At the heart of every business, large or small, lies its people, its most valuable
yet unpredictable asset. Simply put, people risk refers to the human factors
that could impact and harm your business.

What is Business Protection?
Key Person /
Loan Protection

Relevant Life

Protect the
business
interests

Protect the family

Shareholder /
Partnership
Insurance

Income
Protection (inc
Exec IP)

Protect the family
and business

Protect family
and business

Why WEB?
Key statistics

1/5

1 in 2

21%
Greater profitability is
seen in higher engaged
teams

200,000+

Of workers feel they are ‘under
excessive pressure’, feel
‘exhausted’, and are likely to quit
their job in the next year

employees are now less
bothered by office-based perks
and are more interested in
physical and mental wellbeing
benefits

The number of employees
reported to have taken a
day off due to stress but
cited different reasons for
their absence

of employees stated their
productivity is impacted while
waiting for health appointments

The increase in which disengaged
employees make errors compared
to engaged employees

of employees reported a significant
increase in anxiety and depression as
a result of the pandemic

19%

3/4

60% ^

64%

>50%
Of patients have struggled
to get a GP appointment
since the pandemic struck

People in the UK waiting
over a year for routine
operations with the NHS

69%
believe that their
employers have a
responsibility to support
their financial wellbeing

Partners& Cyber Risk Management Service

Partners& Cyber Risk Management Service

Lee.Davey@partnersand.com
M: 07484 614852

